
THE ONE STOPPOP
A LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR
In the new Star Wars mini-series The Mandalorian, the Mandalorians have a

code they live by which is summed up in one simple phrase: “This is the way.”

This mantra is how they respond when faced with challenging situations and

decisions. We have embraced “POP” (the Power of Purple) as our mantra and

“the way” this season. With this in mind, I want us to reflect and embrace our

team vision of “Developing character one lap at time” in 2020.

 

At YOTA, we believe in positive character 

development as our build better swimmers, 

thereby building better people, and thereby 

building better communities. We focus on 

building a solid foundation of character first,  to 

achieve one’s top performance, in swimming and 

in life.

 

The New Zealand men’s rugby team, the 

“All Blacks,” has one of the world’s highest 

winning-percentage in any sport and their 

philosophy is that “Better People Make Better All 

Blacks.” For us the message should be clear – if personal development is a

major focus for the “All Blacks,” then character development should be our top

priority as well.

 

I want us to embody our vision this year and focus on a concept within

developmental psychology called Positive Youth Development (PYD) as one

way we can do this. In order to do this we must continue to demonstrate the

Power of Purple (POP) through Persistence, Optimism, and Passion as character

skills that produce “gritty” youth. In addition, the YMCA core values of

Responsibility, Honesty, Respect and Caring are an integral part of our

foundation.

 

In PYD it identifies the 5C’s (not to be confused with YOTA 5C’s of coaching,

although they are aligned) as essential skills for youth development through

sport. PYD’s 5C model points to competence, confidence, character, caring and

connection as the central element of a thriving young person, PYD also adds a

sixth “C”, contribution to community, which correlates positively with youth

who demonstrate high levels of competence in the PYD’s 5Cs.

 

Upon review of PYD, I am delighted to share that our values and emphasis are

aligned in order to develop the youth in our program. Coaches and parents

need to know that PYD research has shown that responses to performances

that employ positive reinforcement, skill instruction, and encouragement to

persist, are associated with higher levels of confidence and competence.

Findings also show that parents who exhibit a positive belief in their child's

ability do value sport as a domain for character development. Coaches
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have to know how to balance support and challenge athletes along this paradigm. We should all define success

as progress toward the mastery of skills rather than favorable comparison to others.

 

Additionally, PYD is grounded in the idea that all youth have the capacity to thrive when their individual strengths

are enhanced by, and in turn contribute to, supportive environments. This happens with the understanding that

development takes place within a system of positive relationships involving young people (teammates) and

adults (coaches and parents). Therefore, relational development is at the core of individual youth development.

 

As a team want to be deliberate in our words, our actions and our reactions, to improve and strengthen all of our

relationships this year to make a better YOTA way.

Are great teammates and others can count on

them.

Bring positive energy and attitudes to the team

every day.

Solve problems and support their teammates.

Grow continuously as people and as leaders.

Help create a great culture through positive

actions.

Responsible Athletes:

A LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR (cont.)

RESPONSIBILITY Jamie Bloom

With a successful team comes responsibility for

everyone in the group. People rely on you. You have a

responsibility to be the best teammate you can

possibly be. Being responsible means being less

selfish and acknowledging that you must be there to

support your team. As a senior level athlete your

responsibility is to be accountable to yourself, your

teammates and your coaches. For our/a team to

succeed at the highest level, everyone needs to take

responsibility for their personal actions and for the

success of their teammates.

 

Teams that have athletes with high levels of personal

responsibility develop the attitude that “we are all in

this together.”   The best athletes have learned to

“show up” and understand that their team counts on

them. They have learned to be present because this

inspires everyone to be present. When the team is

present and positive this creates security and

motivation to work together toward your goals.

Responsible teams pay attention to each other and

understand that success doesn’t happen on its own;

they take responsibility for the collective success of

the group and understand that forging their own

path is not the recipe for success.

HONESTY Will Close

Honesty sounds simple. Tell the truth. We do that,

and we are practicing honesty, right? That is honest,

but honesty goes a great deal further than offering

truthful answers to the questions of our parents,

coaches, and peers. Real honesty means asking

ourselves the meaningful questions and answering

with total truth. It is a challenging thing to do, to be

honest with oneself, because the truth can be

uncomfortable. It is sometimes easier to tell a

comfortable lie. After all, there is nobody else inside

our heads to disbelieve the lies we might tell

ourselves or to hold us accountable for the truth. But

discomfort aside, real honesty keeps us disciplined

and ever-moving towards our goals. Consider asking

yourself these questions at the end of each day.

 

When I measure today against the goals I have set for

myself, did my efforts bring me closer to success?

What did I do well? What can I improve on tomorrow.

 

Most of us know the answers in our hearts before we

even ask, but if we answer honestly each day we lay

the bricks that will form the foundation of our next

success. Let us challenge one another to be truly

honest with others and with ourselves

Got a Good

Idea?

Sharing your goals with
your teammates and
coaches can help you
reach them. These
people will help to hold
you accountable, will
improve your self
discipline, and will keep
you honest to yourself.

YOTA Swim Team is always looking for the opportunity to learn, grow, and develop. If you

wish to help contribute to the team and provide ideas for future newsletter content, please

email Coach Jerry Foley at Jerry.Foley@YMCAtriangle.org.



Allie first joined YOTA in 2001 at the age of 6 years old and started out in the Green Group (formally Barracuda) at

the Taylor Family YMCA. Similar to many swimmers, she was attracted to year-round swimming after

experiencing success and fun in Summer League. Once on YOTA, she found the most joy in seeing her teammates

each day at practice and began to learn the value of those friendships. Along with her teammates, her coach,

Brooks Ensor, became one of her biggest motivators around the age of 10. Allie gained a greater appreciation for

Coach Brooks and valued his wisdom and encouragement. Coach Brooks helped Allie to recognize the potential

she had and helped form Allie into a strong person of excellent character.

 

Allie continued to advance through the YOTA program with massive success. She qualified for Age Group

Championships, Sectional Championships, and eventually YMCA Swimming National Championships. As a Senior-

level athlete and training under the guidance of Coach Jack Roney and Coach Chad Onken, she learned more

about swimming, but more importantly, character growth and development. Allie trained hard, stayed focused,

and scored points to help the YOTA Women’s National team bring home a YMCA Long Course National

Championship in 2014! She graduated on Honor Roll from Apex High School the same year and earned a

swimming scholarship to UNC Asheville.

 

While at Asheville, Allie continued her love for the sport by setting team records

and leading the conference team as a Top-5 point-scorer. Additionally, after

being involved with Teacher Cadet in high school, she furthered her passion

for kids by volunteering around the community, helping with fitness initiatives

at local elementary school, and excelling in her Elementary Education courses.

Finally, in her last semester at UNCA, Allie got the chance to head into the

classroom and student teach, which unfortunately conflicted with her

swimming schedule, but she handled it well. She explains that “There were

some days when I wouldn’t be able to make it to afternoon practice so I needed

to wake up at 4:30 AM and train on my own before heading off to teach.

”Reflecting on her past, Allie is thankful for the self discipline and commitment that YOTA built within her. She

values the lessons that she has learned through swimming and weaves them into her teaching style.

 

Allie is in the middle of her second year teaching as a 3rd grade teacher in Buncombe County. Each day she looks

to instill the traits that she learned from the Y into her own students - caring, respect, honesty, and responsibility.

In addition, Allie makes an effort to challenge her kids, just like the trials she experienced through swimming.

“Heartbreak and struggles are where we learn and grow the most. It’s never fun and you may feel like you’ve taken

a step in the wrong direction, but it’s overcoming the hardship that will make you stronger,” Allie explains. She 

Alumni Update: Allie Snyder Keaton Williams

Allie Snyder with the UNC Asheville
Women's Swim Team at the 2018
Intrasquad Alumni Meet.

elaborates by saying, “Your coach, similar to a teacher, may feel like they’re being harsh,

but in reality they see your true potential and want to guide you along the steps to

success - they’re your friend!”

 

Allie’s values that she shares with her students help to create a successful teaching style,

a safe and comfortable learning environment, and have earned her the title of

“Buncombe County’s Beginning Teacher of the Year.” She looks back to her first year of

teaching and says, “It’s a little bit scary when it’s only you in charge of a classroom. You’re

the leader and the kids look to you for guidance.” Allie is thankful that YOTA created the

opportunity for her to work through challenges, gain confidence in herself, learn time

management skills, and spark her active lifestyle. Today, she continues to be a passionate

educator in Buncombe County by developing her students intellectually and into strong

people.
Buncombe County's
Beginning Teacher of the
Year- Allie Snyder.

YOTA Swim Team’s strongest differentiating factor is our ability to build people. People who not only excel in the

pool, but in the classroom, in their community, and in their career. Allie Snyder, a former YOTA athlete, found

success in all of these aspects and attributes part of her success to YOTA Swim Team by building her into the

person she is today - Buncombe County’s 2019 Beginning Teacher of the Year!



Fueling an ATHLETE
Hands down the most common question I get from other YOTA parents is “How do I make sure my child is

getting the right nutrition?” This question is followed closely by, “How do I feed my kid with this crazy swim

schedule?” I get it- I have been living this crazy swim life for 14 years now and I am still learning.

 

It may help if I give you some perspective on why nutrition is so important for the young athlete. Bear with me

while I review a little biochemistry (yes, my favorite subject too): when we exercise, we initially use fuel stored in

the muscles — glycogen. Once those glycogen stores are used up, the body switches to using fat. Before puberty,

kids don’t have a lot of muscle to store glycogen, and often have fewer fat stores than adults. In fact, glycogen

storage doesn’t reach full adult capacity until somewhere around 18 years of age in females, and 25 years of age in

males. Why is this important?  Because your young athlete cannot store enough energy to perform.   Their bodies

require a constant source of fuel.

 

So let’s start with the basics: on a typical training day, your athlete will

need to eat three meals and two or three snacks.  These meals and snacks

should EACH include carbohydrates, protein, fat and plenty of water.  I like

to encourage families to start with the portion plate when developing

a meal/snack schedule:  https://www.choosemyplate.gov/.   Healthy sources

of carbohydrates include fresh fruits, vegetables and whole grains (like

whole wheat or veggie pasta, whole wheat bread or bagel, whole grain

cereals). Good sources of protein include nuts and nut butters, lean meats,

low fat dairy products and beans.  Healthy fats are found in nuts, seeds and

olive or canola oils.

 

When your child eats is just as important as what they eat.  Athletes need

to start with a good breakfast to fuel their body for the training day ahead.

Your child doesn’t like to eat in the morning?  Make a smoothie with low-fat greek yogurt, fruit, and throw in

some chia seeds.   After breakfast, your swimmer should be eating about every three hours. For some kids that

means an early lunch at school, afternoon snack at school or home, snack on the way to swim, and dinner after

swim practice.

 

Snacks can be tricky- your swimmer wants Pringles chips or Goldfish crackers, but you know those aren’t great

sources of nutrition.   Try whole wheat crackers with a nut butter and some grapes, or a ½ bagel with turkey and

avocado and an apple.  Dried fruits are great in a homemade trail mix - add raisins to shredded wheat, nuts and

sunflower seeds.

 

Our goal is to teach athletes to eat enough during the day so that they don’t either “crash” at practice OR come

home from school so hungry that they are ready to eat the entire pantry.   Balanced meals and snacks using the

portion plate model (¼ whole grains, ¼ protein, ½ fruits and vegetables) will provide the fuel that your young

athlete needs to perform their best.

 

Questions, comments, or suggestions? Email Carol at carolmedins@gmail.com

Carol recommends starting at the USDA's
"ChooseMyPlate" to get tips, ideas, and a
personalized plan to meet your food group
targets.

Carol Medins   MPH, RD, LDN, CNSC

Become an official
YOTA Swim Team and North Carolina Swimming need YOUR help! Meet officials are the backbone of the

swimming community. They are the ones who make each meet run smoothly, efficiently, and legally. There are

several benefits to becoming an official...

Help support an excellent sport and promote a healthy lifestyle for children.

Gain a more thorough understanding of swimming in particular, and sports in general.

Fulfill volunteer obligations at club meets.

Get closer to the action; know what’s happening on deck with the “best seat” in the house.

Get mentally and physically engaged during the meet rather than merely “spectating.”Make new friends.

Delicious & FREE hospitality food.

For more information, visit swimnc.com or email Derek Speerschneider (despeers@yahoo.com).



Celebrate success
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Taking a look ahead

January

25 - 26 GCY Winter Invitational
Who: Select YOTA athletes (coach's discretion)
Where: Greensboro Aquatic Center (Greensboro, NC)
 February

NC Age Group Championships
Who: All qualified 14 & under athletes
Where: Greensboro Aquatic Center (Greensboro, NC)
 

Follow us!

11 - 12 YOTA Winter Tri-Meet
Who: 9 - 14 year-old athletes
Where: Willis R. Casey Aquatic Center (Raleigh, NC)
 

17 - 20 Senior Training Trip
Who: All Senior I athletes
Where: Queens University (Charlotte, NC)
 

18 - 19 MOR Snowflake Meet
Who: 8 & under athletes
Where: Ravenscroft School (Raleigh, NC)
 

7 - 9 MOR Short Course Qualifier
Who: Athletes needing qualifying times (Taylor, Finley, Kerr, OPC, Raleigh Senior)
Where: Goldsboro Family YMCA (Goldsboro, NC)
 

8 - 9 CAT Valentine Splash
Who: Athletes needing qualifying times (Chapel Hill, Durham, Ingram,
Meadowmont Senior
Where: Hillsborough Sportsplex (Hillsborough, NC)
 

13 - 16

@ S W I M Y O T A @ S W I M Y O T AY O T A  S W I M  T E A M

What's Next?
In the Spring edition of "The One Stop POP," we'll spend some time

unpacking what goes into developing excellence. Here at YOTA, we're

primarily focused on beginning the process by creating strong character

through each of our swimmers. YOTA character is comprised of persistence,

optimism, and passion (POP). This recipe for character creates "gritty"

athletes.

 

In addition to infusing "POP" into each of the development levels of

excellence, we use continuously impose the Y's 4 core-values: responsibility,

honesty, respect, and caring.

 

Make sure to read-up next time when we dig deeper into developing

excellence.

 


